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Internal stresses arise during poling of piezoelectric transducers as
a result of reorientation of the domain structure. If the grain size exceeds
a certain critical limit, the internal stresses cause cracking at the grain
boundaries. An expression for the critical grain size is derived in the
present study. The formation of cracks by paling is determined in coarse
-grained ceramics Pb(Mg ,13Nb21,)o. 44 Tio. 44 Zro.12O3, doped with 1 wi. % Mn0 2•
The presence of cracks is revealed by impaired mechanical strength and in
creased internal friction of the piezoelectric transducers.
INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric transducers and resonators are made of substances exhibiting ferro
electric properties. Cooling of sintered ferroelectric ceramics from the high-tempe
rature para.electric phase to the low-temperature ferroelectric phase brings about
formation, in the individual grains, of domains, that is regions showing mutual
differences in the orientation of the spontaneous polarization vector.
The domain structure is formed in a way ensuring minimum internal stresses
during the transition from the paraelectric phase to the ferroelectric one.
Changes in the domain structure occur, the domain walls being displaced, under
the effect of the external DC electric field during poling. The domain structure
is reoriented so as to align the directions of spontaneous polarization, allowed by the
crystal symmetry, as closely as possible with the direction of the electric field
introduced. Following discontinuation of the field, the domain structure does not
regain reversibly its original arrangement, remaining partially reoriented. The
poled specimen then shows piezoelectric properties.
The present study is concerned with the properties of piezoceramics in the
ternary system Pb(Mg1;3Nb2;3)O 3 -PbTiO3 -PbZrO3 . The composition chosen was
44 mol % Pb(Mg1;3Nb2;3)O3, 44 mol % PbTiO3 and 12 mol % PbZrO3 doped with
1 wt. % MnO2. Piezoceramic transducers of this composition exhibit superior values
of the mechanical quality factor QM and high temperature stability of the resonance
frequency, fr [l ].
In the phase diagram of the given system (Fig. 1), the composition of the solid
solution in question is designated by the point F. This composition, close to the
phase boundary between the tetragonal and the pseudocubic phases, has been chosen
primarily with respect to attaining the required temperature stability /r [l, 2].
In ceramics of the given composition, the cubic para.electric phase is converted
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to the tetragonal ferroelectric one at temperatures of about 220 °C. In the ferroelect
ric phase, the individual grains contain domains which are mutually separated
by 180-degree and 90-degree walls.

Fig. 1. Pl,ase diagram of the system Pb(Mg 113Nb213 )0 3-PbTi0 3-PbZr0 3; T - tetragonal phase,
R - rhombohedral phase,
PC - pseudocubic phase. The compo.,ition of the solid solution used
·
in the present study is designated F.

Using small variations in the content of the initial components, it was possible
to prepare the piezoceramic material in question either in coarse-grained or
fine-grained forms. The properties of piezoceramic transducers of close compositions
but with various grain sizes a.re compared in the present study. It was shown
that if the grain size exceeds a. certain critical value, cracks a.re formed at the
grain boundaries as a. result of internal stresses brought a.bout by reorientation
of the domain structure.
EXPERIMENTAL

The piezoceramic material of the given composition was prepared in the conventio
nal way, i.e. by grinding the initial mixture of oxides, subsequent calcination and
sintering. The differences in the grain sizes of the sintered transducers were achieved
by varying the content of lead oxide in the raw material mixture. Two types of
this ceramic material were prepared:
a) Fine-grained ceramics from a mixture of PbO, MgO, Nb20 5, TiO2 and ZrO2
corresponding to the stoichiometric composition Pb(Mg1;�b2;3)o.44Tio.44Zr0•1203
and with an addition of l wt.% MnO2 •
b) Coarse-grained ceramics was prepared from a mixture of the oxides in which
the PbO content was raised by 3 mol % compared to the stoichiometric composition.
The weighed mixtures of oxides were wet-ground and homogenized, and after
drying calcined at 900 °C. The calcined material was wet-ground, dried, grr,nnlated
and press-moulded into platelets l6X6X2.5 mm in size.
The specimens of both compositions were sintered at 1220 °C for l hour, placed
separately in platinum containers. The sintering was carried out in PbO atmosphere
so as to suppress volatilization of this oxide from the mouldings.
The sintered specimens were ground to the dimensions of 14 X 4X l mm, and
over an area of 14 X4 mm metal-plated with silver-plating suspension. The trans
ducers prepared in this way were then poled with a DC field of 0.8 to 3.2 kV/mm
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intensity for 30 minutes at 100 °C. In the course of poling the transducers were
kept in silicone oil. Both the poled and nnpoled specimens were tested for bending
strength using a three-point fixture in the Instron 1122 tester.
According to the IRE standard [3], the frequency characteristics of the poled
transducers were determined in the frequency region of the basic longitudinal
oscillation. The mechanical quality factor Q M was determined with the transducers
•
in the 7t circuit.
The structure of fracture surfaces of transducers after the bending strength tests
was studied by means of the scanning electron microscope. Optical microscopy
was used in evaluating the polished sections of both poled and unpoled trans
ducers. The mean grain size in both types of the ceramic material was determined
on micrographs of etched polished sections by Miiller's method [4] which is based
on finding the number of grains intersected by a. system of parallel lines and
establishing the mean length of secants d8 • The mean grain size was defined as
a= 1.5 X d8 • The mean grain sizes established for the fine- and coarse-grained
ceramics were 6 and 16 µm respectively.
A n a l y si s o f i n t e r n a l s t r e s s e s m p i e z o e l e c t r i c c e r a m i c s
Before discussing the experimental results, an evaluation will b e ma.de of the
effect of internal stresses on the mechanical properties of the materials.
Internal stresses in ceramic materials can a.rise as a. result of a.n anisotropy of
thermal expansion during their cooling down from the sintering temperature. Howe
ver, the piezoceramics in question is cubic above Curie temperature, its thermal
expansion is isotropic, so that no internal thermal stresses can occur.
The cooling to Curie temperature brings about transition to the ferroelectric
tetragonal phase. Perma.uent elongation amounting to er3 = (c/a) - 1 � 1.8 X 10-2
takes place in the direction of spontaneous polarization i.e. in the direction of axis
c of the crystal lattice. In view of the small change in the volume involved,
permanent contraction er, =er,� -9 X 10-3 occurs in the directions perpendi
cular to axis c. Such deformations would not bring about any internal stresses in
a one-domain free grain. However, certain internal stresses arise in polycrystalline
ceramics as a result of interactions with the neighbouring grains.
If the transition of the para.electric phase into the ferroelectric one takes place
on cooling down and without the effect of an external electric field, the con
siderable variability in the formation of the domain structure will play its part.
The variability is due to the existence of three type <00l) directions and thus six
possible directions of the spontaneous polarization vector in each grain. The
formation of the donw,in structure will thus facilitate mutual adjustment of the
grain shapes mostly through free deformation, without bringing about any major
additional elastic deformation which would result in internal stresses. The piezoce
ramics in question did not exhibit any distinct impairing of mechanical properties
due to transition from the para.electric phase to the ferroelectric one. The in
ternal stresses can therefore be considered negligible.
However, this does not apply to the poled piezoceramic material whose domain
structure has reoriented under the effect of the electric field. The domain structure
in its initial state, showing minimum interna,l stresses, becomes forcefully reoriented
to align the direction of spontaneous polarization in the domains with the direction
of type <00l) containing the smallest angle with the direction of the external
electric field.
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In the case of low-intensity electric fields, the displacement affects primarily the
180-degree domain walls. Their displacements are not associated with any creation of
internal stresses, as they do not involve changes in the orientation of the tetragonal
crystal lattice; the shapes of the grains are not affected by this reorientation of the
domain structure.
In high-intensity electric fields, which also cause 90-degree domain walls to
displace, the spatial orientation of the tetragonal lattice will change and the
individual grains will adjust their shape. The mutual effects of grains bring a.bout
additional elastic deformation in each grain and thus also internal stresses a.
The resulting elastic deformation is difficult to determine. According to [5], po
ling can ea.use such deformations in ceramics with tetragonal structure that the
mean value would a.mount to 0.368eT 3 in an ideal case. It may therefore be assumed
that even elastic deformation, which varies with the individual grains, can attain
the maximum values of elongation and contrnction of that size. At a. number of
points of the polycrystalline material there thus arise elastic elongations t: per
pendicularly to the grain boundaries; on the basis of data given in [5], the elonga
tion should amount to t: � 1/3eT,, i.e. t: 6 X 10-3•
According to the isotropic theory of elasticity, the maximum tensile stress acting
perpendicularly to the grain boundaries is given by the equation
a=Et:,
(1)

=

=

where Eis Young's modulus of elasticity.
Using Young's modulus of elasticity for piezocera.mics, E 80 GPa [6] and
E = 6 X 10-3, one obtains a == 480 MPa for maximum tensile stresses perpendicular
to the grain boundaries. The value of these internal stresses does not depend on grain
size. Under certain conditions the internal stresses can ea.use era.eking a.long the
grain boundaries. However, the actual process by which. the cracks are formed,
depends on grain size d and it appears that there exists a critical grain size de such
that cracks will form at grain sizes d > de as a result of poling which will cause
no era.eking at grain sizes d < d e .
To determine de, it is possible to use suitably modified relationships that have
been derived for the formation of cracks in polycrystalline materials due to anisotropy
of thermal expansion [7, 8, 9, 10).
Let us consider cube-shaped grains with edges d in length. If tensile stress a
acts in a certain grain, the grain will exhibit the following density of elastic
energy:
a2 0
(2)
W= 2E
The total elastic energy in the grain is thus
a2 3
d.
W=
2E

(3)

A part of this energy, � W, is released when a crack forms along the boundary
with the neighbouring grain, in the direction perpendicular to the tensile stress.
It therefore holds that � W = kW, where 0 < k < 1.
Energy y1 is required for creating a unit area of crack along the grain boundary
y
( 1 is the energy of intercrysta.lline fracture). The energy necessary for producing
a. crack of area d2 between two grains is
W1 = y1d2•
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The era.ck can form along the grain boundary only when the loss in the elastic
energy of the grain, � W, is capable of supplying energy W1 required for the era.ck
formation, i.e. when � W > W1 • From the condition � W = W1 it is possible to
calculate the critical grain size value, de :
de =

! 1'�:

(5)

·

The ratio of the relaxed energy, � W, to the total elastic energy of the grain W
can be estimated as k R::: 1/5.
Using equation (1), one obtains
de =K__l'__!___

2

where K = k

(6)

Ee2

R:::

10.

The derivation of equation (6) involves a. number of simplifying assumptions.
Primarily, it is based only on energy considerations and assumes that creation of the
crack is possible if adequate energy for the final state is available. Actually, there
must be a. nucleus of the era.ck, from which it can propagate if adequate concentra
ted stresses a.rise at the era.ck front. However, ceramics ma.de by sintering always
contain a. number of pores at the grain boundaries as well as microcra.cks a.t the
points of contact of three grains, so that there are actually conditions for era.ck
propagation over the entire grain boundary area, if d > de. If, however, the grain
boundaries a.re perfectly bound, no crack need form even at d > de , a.s the crack
nucleation is generally a process much less readily occurring than crack propagation.
The assumption of a. cube-shaped form of the grains was another simplification.
The grain boundary facets have in fact areas smaller than d2• None the less, the
detailed theories employed in the derivation of de for anisotropy of thermal expansion
(7, 8, 9, 10] also lead to a. relationship similar to equation (6) where the constant K
has values between 10 and 15 [7].
The value of fracture energy along the grain boundaries is difficult to determine.
However, it can be assumed to lie between the minimum possible value y 1 min =
= 2yo - YGB (where yo is surface energy and YGB is the energy of the grain
boundary), and the maximum possible value y1 max = Yet, where Yet is the effective
fracture energy of a macroscopic specimen where, of course, the crack encounters
additional obstacles when passing from one grain to another.
· For piezocera.mics of the type PbTi03 -PbZr03 , the effective fracture energy,
Yer, found on macroscopic specimens with a. mean grain size = 5 µm, was a.bout
5 J/m 2 [6]. Let us take the probable value of fracture energy along the grain
boundaries y 1

=

!

a

Yet � 2. 5 J/1112 • On taking the constant K in equation (6)

as being equal to12, as the most probable value, and substituting the given values of e,
E, y1 and K into equation (6), one obtains an estimate of the critical size de == 10 µm.
This estimate shows a relatively low accuracy, above a.II in view of the inaccuracy
in the determination of y1 and e.
However, the theoretical estimate makes it possible to predict that poling of
the given fine-grained piezocera.mics with a mean grain size of = 6 µm will not
lead to era.eking. Large number of cracks will form in a. coarse-grained material with
a mean grain size = 16 µm, particularly a.long the boundaries of grains larger
than the mean grain size.

a
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kESULTS AND THEIR EVALUATION

According to Fig. 2, the bending strength of the fine-grained ceramics
(a = 6 µm) is Ro = 135 ± 25 MPa in the non-poled state. The value remains
virtually unchanged or shows a mild increase as a result of poling over the
entire intensity range of the DC electrical field. The fra.ctographic examination
(Fig. 3a., b, c) shows a. roughly identical pattern of fracture in the poled and
non-poled state, the shares of inter:crysta.lline and tra.nscrysta.lline fracture being
approximately the same. This agrees with the conclusion that no era.eking along
grnin boundaries occurs in the fine-grained specimens as a result of poling.
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Fig. 2. Bending strength R of the transducers in dependence on poling electric field:
a) fine-grained ceramics, b) coarse-grained ceramics.

The bending strength of the coarse-grain�d material (il, = 16 µm) in non
poled state was Ro = 90 ± 10 MPa., i.e. lower than of the fine-grained material. This
corresponds to the well known indirect dependence of strength on grain size in
ceramics (e.g. [7]). The fracture surface of the non-poled specimen (Fig. 4a)
shows also tra.nscrystalline fracture a.pa.rt from intercrysta.lline fracture. Poling
in an electrical field of 1 kV/mm intensity virtually does not change bending strength
(Fig. 2) nor the character of fracture (Fig. 4b ), which conforms to the theoretical
conception of the movement of the 180-degree domain walls, which does not bring
a.bout creation of internal stresses. (For Figs. 3-6 see Appendix.)
The transducers poled in a 3.2 kV/mm field showed a, low bending strength and
the fracture surface exhibited only intercrysta.lline fracture (Fig. 4c). According
to the analysis given above, this corresponds to the effect of internal stresses a.rising
during movement of the 90-degree walls and causing formation of cracks a.long the
grain boundaries. In such a material, the crack propagation proceeds readily through
gradual joining of cracks formed in the course of poling.
294
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The analysis also conforms to the gradual decrease of bending strength with
increasing intensity of the paling field. The state attained at such field inten
sities which already cause the 90-degree domains to reorient but do not yet bring
about the saturated mean deformation e = (1/3)er, corresponds to the larger critical
dimension de according to equation (6). In specimens with a certain grain size
distribution, the cracks arise only at the boundaries of the larger grains. The
density of the cracks is therefore lower, and the bending strength higher than with
the material which has been poled to the saturated state.
The cracks arising due to poling of coarse-grained piezoceramic materials were
well visible on polished sections under an optical microscope. Fig. 5a. shows
a micrograph of a non-poled fine-grained specimen. The micrographs of the ma
terial poled in electric fields of 1.0 kV/mm and 3.2 kV/mm intensity respectively
are shown in Fig. 5b, c. There is no discernible difference between the micrographs.
The analogous micrographs of specimens of coarse-grained ceramics a.re shown in
Fig. 6a, b, c.
The polished sections of the non-poled material and that poled in the 1 kV/mm
field have the same character, being free of discernible cracks. The micrograph
of the material poled in the 3.2 kV/mm field already shows well visible cracks
due to paling (Fig. 6c).
The presence of cracks affects significantly the oscillations of poled coarse-grained
transducers. Fig. 7 shows the factors of mechanical quality in terms of the intensity
of the paling field. The diagram indicates that the mechanical quality factor of
coarse-grained piezoceramics decreases strongly with the formation of cracks during
paling. With coarse-grained materials poled at electric field intensities higher than
2 kV/mm the Q M values were so low that they could not be determined from cha
racteristic frequency measurements.
Oscillation of transducers containing cracks involves mild opening of the cracks,
absorption of energy at the points of stress concentration in the crack fronts,
friction of the crack areas and dispersion of elastic waves at the crackR. All these
factors contribute to damping the elastic waves and thus to decreasing Q� 1•
A decrease of the QM values with increasing poling electric field was observed
by Yamashita [ll] on transducers of the PbTiO3 ceramics, and by Wersing [12]
on piezoceramics based on Pb (Mg1/2 W1/z) TiZrO3 solid solutions. These authors
did not compare the properties of fine- and coarse-grained ceramics in the given
systems and did not determine the mechanical properties. Wersing [12] attributes
the low Q M values to viscoelastic phenomena at the grain boundaries of the poled
transducers. We suggest that the formation of cracks due to poling of coarse
grained ceramics of the system Pb(Mg1;3Nb2;3)TiZrO3 provides a satisfactory expla
nation of the low QM values observed.
CONCLL'"SION

Poling of piezoelectric transducers brings about reorientation of their domain
structure. If the intensity of the electric field is so high that the 90-degree domain
walls rn.ove in a ceramic material with a tetragonal structure, internal stresses will
arise in the transducers and lead to the formation of cracks if a certain critical
grain size of the material has been exceeded.
Piezoelectric transducers of the solid solution Pb(Mg1;3Nb2 ;3 )0_44Tio.44Zro.12O3 ,
doped with 1 wt% MnO2 , were prepared in fine-grained and coarse-grained forms by
changing the initial PbO content. The critical grain size has been exceeded with the
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coarse-grained materials. Their poling resulted in the formation of cracks which
in turn reduced the bending strength, and the mechanical quality factor of
the oscillating transducers.
From the derived equation for the critical grain size it follows that this size
decreases with increasing distortion of the ferroelectric phase in relation to the
high-temperature para.electric phase. With coarse-grained piezocera.mics based on
Pb(Ti, Zr)03 solid solutions, cracking due to poling can therefore be expected
particularly in the case of PbTi03 ceramics or those with a tetragonal structure
and an elevated content of lead titana.te.
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VLIV VE LIK OSTI Z RN NA VLASTN OSTI PIEZ OKE RA M IKY
ZE SYSTE MU P b ( M g,1 3N b21 3 )0 3 -PbTi0 3 -l'bZr0 3
Karel Nejezchleb*), Franvsek Kroupa**)
*) Vyzkumny u,stav elektrotechnicke keramiky, 500 64 Hradec Kralove
**) Ustav fyziky plazmatu CSA V, 182 11 Praha 8-Liben
Piezoelektricke menice z pevneho roztoku Pb(Mg 113Nb213)0 ,44Ti0,44Zr0,120 3 (obr. I) dopovaneho
1 % hmotn. Mn02 bylo mozno zmenou obsahu PbO ve vychozi smesi surovin pripravit
jednak v jemnozrnnem, jednak v hrubozrnnem stavu. Jernnozrnna keramika (obr. 3) o strednf
velikosti zrn 6 µm byla pfipravena ze smesi oxidu odpovfdajicich stechiometrickemu slozenf
pevneho roztoku. Hrubozrnna keramika o stredni velikosti zrn 16 µm byla zfskana ze smesi
oxidu, ve ktere byl obsah PbO zvysen o 3 % hmotn. (obr. 4). Pripravene menice maji tetra
gonalni strukturu.
Pri polarizaci techto rnenicu dochazi k pohybu stoosmdesatistupiiovych a devadesati
stupiiovych domenovych sten. Pohyb devadesatistupiiovych sten je spojen se vznikem vnitrnich
pnuti. Tato pnuti mohou vest ke vzniku trhlin, jestlize rozmery zrn piezokeramickeho menice
prekracuji urcitou kritickou hodnotu (rov. (6)). Vyraz pro kriticky rozrner zrn byl ziskan rno<lifi
kaci vztahu odvozenych pro kriticky rozmer zrn keramickeho materialu, v nemz vznikaji
trhliny vlivem anizotropie teplotni roztaznosti [7, 8, 9, 10).
U pripravenych hrubozrnnych menicu velikosti zrn tento kriticky rozmer pfokracuji.
Pri polarizaci elektrickym polem vysoke intenzity,ktere vyvolava posuny devadesatistupiiovych
domenovych sten, ke vzniku trhlin skutecne dochazi. Tyto trhliny bylo mozno pozorovat v op
tickem mikroskopu na lestenych nabrusech polarizovanych menicu (obr. 6c).
Trhliny vznikle pi'i polarizaci hrubozrnnych menicu jsou pricinou zhorseni pevnosti v ohybu
(obr. 2). U kmitajicich menicu pi'itomnost trhlin zvysuje tlumeni elastickych vln, coz se proje
vuje snizenim cinitele mechanicke jakosti (obr. 7).
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Fiq. 7. Mechanical quality factor Q M vs. the intensity of electric field during paling;
a) fine-grained ceramics, b) coarse-grained ceramic8.
Obr. 1. Stavovy diagram systemu Pb(Mg,;3 Nb2;3)03 -PbTi0 3 -PbZr0 3: T - tetragoruilni f<ize,
R - romboedricka frize, PC - pseudokubickri f<ize. Slozeni pevneho roztoku pfipravenych
menicu je vyznaceno bodem F.
Obr. 2. Zavislost pevnosti v ohybu R menicu na intenzite elektrickeho pole pfi polarizaci;
a) jemnozrnrui, b) hrubozrnna keramika.
Obr. 3. Lomova plocha menice z jemnozrnne keramiky;
a) nepolarizovany menic, b) menic polarizovan el. polem 1 kV/mm, c) menic polarizovan
el. polem 3,2 kV/mm.
Obr. 4. Lomova plocha menice z hrubozrnne keramiky;
a) nepolarizovany menic, b) menic polarizovan el. polem 1 kV/mm, c) menic polarizovan
el. polem 3,2 kV/mm.
Obr. 5. Lesteny ruibrus menice z jemnozrnne keramiky;
• a) nepolarizovany menic, b) menic polarizovrin el. polem 1 kV/mm, c) menic polarizovan
el. polem .1,2 kV/mm.
Obr. 6. Lesteny ruibrus menice z hrubozrnne keramiky;
a) nepolarizovany menic, b) menic polarizovan el. polem 1 kV/mm, c) menic polarizovrin el.
polem :3,2 kV/mm.
Obr. 7. Zrivislost cinitele mechanicke jakosti menicu na intenzite el. pole pfi polarizaci:
a) jemnozrnna, b) hrbozrnna keramika.
B ;;HI H HH E P A.3 �IEP A 3EPE H HA CB O 0:CTBA II HE30lt EP AM I1 lt ll,
II OJI YY: EHHO i1: H 3 Pb(Mg,13Nb21,)03-PbTi03-PbZr03
Rape;cr Hee3x;ieo*), ©paHTllIIICK Hpoyna**),
* )H ay'lHo-ucc.11,eoouame.11,bci.uu UHcmumym ;i.11,ei.mpomexHU'leci.oii h"P pa.,.tui.u,
50064 J'p aoeu, Kp a.ioee,
**)lfHcmumym ,fiuau/iu n.11,aa.M,bi lJCAH, 18211 Ilp aza 8
IIue:io:J,IeKTPll'ICCKllC oGMeHHllKM l!3 TBep11oro pacTBOpa Pbplg113Nb213)o,44Tio,44Zr0,120�
(pm·. 1) c ;106aBKOM 1 % no Bec·y Mn02 MOIBHO l!3MeHeHMeM coµ;epmaa�rn PbO B Mc
xo11aoii CMCCll ChlpbH no:1ylJUTb Kai{ B TOHKO3CpHMCTOM, TUR ll rpy6osepHHeTOM Biqe.
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ToHK03epm11·Ty10 KepaM1my (pn<'. 3) cpe11,HHM pa3MepoM 3epaa 6 µM no;ryqa,:rn 113 cMec.:11
OKCll,D;OB, OTBB'IalOll.\l!X CTCXIIOMCTPll'ICCKOMY l'OCTaBy TBep1.1oro par.TB() pa. fpy6u3ep
Hl!CTYJO KepaMHKY (·pe,n;HHM pa3MepOM 3epaa 16 [LM rroJiy•ia,;rn 113 CMeCII OKCIIAOB, B !WTOpoii
coJ\epmaaue PbO IIOBh!Ilrn:rn aa 3
no Becy (pnc. 4). llo.,1yqeam,1e oGMennmm nMeIOT
TeTparoHallhH)"JO CTPYKTYPY·
Ilpll rroirnpn3alIHll rrp11BOi\llMhJX OUMCHHHKOB rrpOHCXO)\l!T /J,BlllKeHHC 180-rpaAyc
Hh!X ll 90-rpa;\yl'Hb!X ;\OMCHHhIX CTCH. ,[l;BlllRCHllC 90-rpa11ycHb!X CTCH CBH3aao C oGpa30BaHlteM BHYT!)CHHllX HarrpH1KCHHH. ,[l;aHHhIC HarrpH1KCHllfl MOI'YT BhI3J,IBaTI, oGpa30BaHHe
TPCllIIIH B TOM l'lly•rne, KOr;1a pa3Mepbl aepea IIIIC30KepaMII'!Cl'I{Ol'O OUMCHHHKa rrpeBI,I
rnaIOT orrpe;\eJieHHhIH KPHTll'Jel'KHH rrpe,n;ell (ypaBHeHne 6). l.lb1pamemie ;i;m1 KpHTH
'tecKOro pa3Mepa 3epeH rrorry•rn:111 MO;\ll<fiHKalIHCH OTHOillBHHH, BhIBBH8HHhlX /1,llfl Kjll!Tll
'l8l'K01'0 pa3Mepa 3epea KepaMII'll'CKOl'O MUTepHaJia, B KOTOpOM oGpa3yIOTCfl Tpen{J!Hhl
IIO/J, Bllllll.HlleM UHII30TpOIIHlI Terr:IOBOl'O pacmnpeHHH
8, 9, 10].
Y 110:I)"tJCHHh!X rpy60:1epH1!CTl,IX OOMCHHHKOB pa:JMepb! 3eprH ;\aHHr,Jii Kp11Tll'ICCIOiii
pa:{Mep npeBI,IillaIOT. IIpll rro.1
, HpII3aI(lill 3:I8I(TPll'lBl'KllM IIOllCM B h!COKOii: l1HTCHCHBHOCTl1,
KOTOpoe Bhl'{J,IBH8T l'Me{lieHIIR 90-rpa:\y<'Hh!X /\OM8HHb!X CTCH, o6pa30BaHHe TJ)Cll{IIH
A eiicTBUTe:IbHO flpo11,· XOi\llT. I1 pnBO/J,llMb!e Tpe{lil!Hh! M01KHO HHUJIIO;\aTh l' IIOM(JJl(hID
MllKJ)Ol'KOna Ha OTrro;mpoBHHHl,IX aarn;rnqiax IIOJIHpll30BaHHhIX OOM8HHllKOB (p11c. (ic ).
TpeII(l!Hbl, oGpa30BUBillll8('R upn no;:rnpn3al.\llll rpyGoaepHI!CTb!X OOMCHHIUWB lIB:IHKJTClI
rrpwnrnoii IJOHlllKBHllR rrpO'IHOCTl! 11pu ll3!'l!OC (pu('. 2). y KOJieUJ[KJillllXl'H OOMeHHlliWB
rrpucyTCTBlle TpellIHH IIOBb!IIIaeT 1·a1I1CHlle ;i;rnl'Tll'll'CI,IIX BOJIH, 'ITO npoll.Bi!H8TCH B 110Hl1JR8Hllll KO<lq>q>lllI118HTa M8XaHll'JCl'KOl"O RH'f8('TBa (pll('. 7).
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1.

J(uacpa.w.11,a coc111o.<i1tull ,·ucme.¼1,t Pb(Mg,,3Nb213)03-PbTi0 3-PbZr03: T - mem
paeona.rib/Wll ,jjaaa, R -- po,w6u;,iJpu1tec,;aR ,jjaaa, PC - nceeiJo,;y6u1tec1.cui ,jjaaa.
Cocmae meepiJ020 pacmeupa no.iy.,,ennbix 06.ttennu1.ae 06oana11£n .,,epea mo.,,,;y F.
2. 3aeucu.ttocmb npo.,,1wcmu npu uaeu6e R 06.11,ennu,;oe om unmencuenocmu a.ie,;mp u
"ec,;oeo no.riR npu no.illpuaa!fuu; a) mon,;oaepnucmaR ,;epa.11,u,;a, b) epy6oar:pHucma.<i
,;epa.ttu1.a.
3. Iloeepxnocmb u.1.rio.11,a 06.11,enH1urn ua mon1.oaepnucmoi1 1.epa.ttu1.u; a) nenn.rillpuao
eannbiil 06Mennu1., b) 06Mennu1., no.rillpuaoeaHnbiil a.rie1.mpu.,,ec,;u.M no.rie.ii 1 h·e/.11.1<,
c) 06Mennu1., no.rillpuaoeanHblii a.rie,;mpu11,ec1.uM no.MM 3,2 ,;e/.11,.11,.
4. Iloeepxnocmb ua.ioMa 06MenHu1.a ua epy6oaepnucmoi1 ,;epa.Mu1.u; a) Heno.uipu,,u
.
eannblU o6Mennu,;, b) 06.MenHu1., no.rillpuaoeannbii1 a.rie,;mpu11,ec,;u.M noAe.11 1 ,,c/.w. M,
c) 06.MeHnui;;, no.rillpuaoeannbii1 a.riPi;;mpu11,eci;;u.M no.rie.M 3,2 1,e/.11,M.
5. OmnoAupoeaHnbii1 awut.riu,jj o6Mennu,;a ua mon,;oapeHucmoi1 1,epa.Muh·u: a) HCnoJt..�-
puaoeannbiu 06.Mennui;;, b) o6Mennu,;, no.rillpuaoeannbii1 a.rie,;mpu1.£ec1i11.¼ II0JU'.ii
1 1,e/MM, c) 06.MeHHUK, no.riRpuaoeannbii'i a.rie,;mpu.,,ec,;u.M no.rie.M 3,2 1,e/.wM.
6. Omno.11,upoeaHHblU aHtuJiu,jj 06.MeHnu,;a ua epy6oaepHucmoi1 1,epa.Mu,;u; a) Heno.11,a
06MenHu1,, b) 06.MenHu1., no.11,llpuaoeanHblii- a.rie1.mpu'{(Jci;;u.11 110.ri1'..1t
p uaoeanHblt'i
1 1.e/MM, c) 06.Mennui;;, no.11,llpuaoeannbii1 a.11,e,;mpu.,,eci;;u.M no.11,e.M 3,2 1.e/M.ii.
7. 3aeucu.Mocmb 1.oa,jj,jju!fueHma .11,exanu.,,ec1.oeo 1.a11,ecmea 06.MeHHu1.oe am uHflneH
cueHocmu a.ie1.mpu.,,ec1.020 no.rw1, npu no.rillpuaa!fuu; a) mon1.oaq,,1ucmrui 1,epa.Mu1.a,
b) epy6oaepnucmall 1.epa.MU1.a.

Sillkaty c. 4, 1987

